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Making the community a place
to live, not to leave
By SARA GRADY
An integral part of BC’s Woodlot program
is the interdependence between the licensees
charged with managing the forests and the
residents of the surrounding communities,
who share the environmental, recreational and
economic benefits of this Crown resource.
While philanthropist and former BC forester
Garry Brooks isn’t governed by formal rules or
legislation like the woodlot model, his activities
as head of the African Community Project in
Zambia carry the same community imperatives.
Garry’s project, entering its 12th year, has
evolved from a simple reforestation initiative
to a comprehensive program that serves to
revive sustainable communities in South Central
Africa.
Using his solid background in forestry, personal
resources, and donations from individuals and
organizations like the FBCWA, Garry is helping
communities replant and rejuvenate land that
was denuded by foreign interests and community
over-use. This rejuvenation includes not only
healthy forests, but also seedling plantations,
dams and waterways for irrigation, wells
for safe drinking water, fish farms, and even
schoolhouses for the local youth.
Each small community forest has an
indigenous facilitator, who has received training
in agroforestry from Garry and oversees the
tree plantations and related projects, and an
office-based outreach coordinator, responsible
for tracking budgets, labour, supplies, etc. and
reporting to Garry on a regular basis when he’s

Children in Zambia are proud of the seedlings they have grown in an effort to make their community sustainable.

back in Canada.
In an effort to make each project selfsustaining, Garry and his team have harvested
millions of seeds from their plantings over the
years, using these seeds to create plantations
growing as many as 60,000 seedlings per year
for future forests. The varieties are an indigenous
mix of fast-growing species like the Moringa
(which has health benefits), Leucaena (used for
firewood), Jatropha (ideal for biofuels), Guava
and Mango, as well as the commercially popular
pine and eucalyptus.
One of the biggest challenges? Keeping
the region’s abundance of goats from
nibbling the tender shoots. Like deer in a
BC forest, goats roam at large in Zambia,
stripping gardens and new forests of

anything green while providing little or no
benefit to the locals.
Each community forest operates as an
independent entity, though connections are
forming as knowledge and need continue to
grow. Garry predicts that as the local forests
expand and thrive, so, too will the networks
between villages, so that resources are pooled
and shared. These networks will, hopefully, aid
in the commercial success of these operations as
they branch out and participate in Zambia’s larger
economy with lumber and charcoal production.
In the meantime, these small scale forests are
providing tremendous benefits to the locals,
making their communities, as Garry says, “a
place to live, not to leave.”

Woodlot forestry done BC coastal style
By BRETT HANSON,
The Working Forest
If there’s one thing all Canadians have in
common, it’s the weather. And like anyone
making a living from the land, the work must
go on, rain, sleet, snow, sun or hail.
For Rick Heikkila and his fellow coastal
woodlotters, they just tend to get their weather
in the wet form.
Heikkila works one of the first plots of
land awarded under the BC woodlot license
program. His father and grandfather got the
property in the 1960s when it was known as a
farm woodlot and Heikkila still works it today.
An electrician by trade, Heikkila didn’t start
working in forestry until 15 years ago. He
now teaches at an area university and works
in the 221 hectare woodlot as well.
“I call myself a woodlot licensee, but I
do have a day job,” Heikkila said. “I hire
consultants for the planning and engineering. Ric Heikkila, suitably dressed and prepared for the wet conditions that he commonly faces on the Island.
I hire contractors for the on the ground work. I Heikkila says his last cut block was all hand way we do our business. We harvest sustainably,
have a part time employee and I try to do quite felled. The size of the trees on Vancouver Island we have annual allowable cut determined by
a bit of it myself.”
can sometimes be too large for machines to scientific methods. We harvest small blocks
Heikkila produces primarily Douglas fir safely handle.
and reforest whatever we cut. We clean things
sawlogs and says the market for them seems
Working on Crown land woodlots on up and try to build trails a little bit.”
to be on the upswing lately.
Vancouver Island can be a little different than
Unlike Interior BC Heikkila says in the winter
“We are close to Asian markets which have elsewhere in the province. There can often be a on Vancouver Island its rain not snow he has
been a bit of a saviour to the coastal industry. high volume of tourists and locals enjoying the to worry about.
The American market has been huge for many outdoors in close proximity to where Heikkila
“It can hamper us. We don’t look for a hard
years but has fallen to the wayside in the last is working.
freeze, we look for dry weather. You fight the wet
six or seven years,” Heikkila said. “Fortunately
“There is higher scrutiny here. I have a paved spots,” Heikkila said. “Last summer was pretty
our traders have worked hard to build the Asian road that leads to my woodlot and there are good, we built some roads and it worked well. We
market. I think they are still challenging markets power lines on them. Many woodlot licensees were closed for about six weeks for fire which
but they are there. Indications are that the operate very close to urban areas rather than was pretty long for us. It was from the end of
American market is perhaps starting to firm up.” being 100 miles into the bush. There is scrutiny, August until October. It was unseasonably dry.”
The operation is a mixture of hand felling and dog walkers, bicyclists and horseback riders,”
mechanized harvest depending on the situation. Heikkila said. “It doesn’t adversely affect the

